
 
Pre-Prep Newsletter – 15th October 2020 

It has been an excellent start to the year in Pre-Prep, with all the children settling in beautifully 

and forming or beginning to form friendships with other children and all the teachers. Thank you 

to you all for supporting us so well. 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Circle time sessions in Nursery have focused on learning the names of our classmates and bonding 

with them; and in Kindergarten, on our families and what they mean to us. 

  

Communication and Language and Literacy 

Nursery have been focusing on listening skills and expressing their needs and interests. Our sound 

was ‘t’ and several Kindergarten enthusiastically took up this week’s challenge to point out ‘t’ 

around the room and form it unaided – wonderful motivation! Kindergarten have also been 

practising name and letter formation in their special books; and we have all shared a range of 

stories and rhymes together. 

 

Mathematics 

All children have been rote counting in order, counting out amounts and recognising numerals, with  

Kindergarten ordering numbers to 20 and learning about adding ‘one more’. 

 

Understanding the World 

Kindergarten had a really fun time making suncatchers using natural materials, during our ‘forest 

school’ session on Monday. We all completed the ‘Ourselves’ topic, with a discussion about our 

families and it was lovely to hear the children speak so fondly of family members including much-

loved companion animals.  

 

Physical Development 

In class we have continued to develop our manipulation skills through regular cutting, threading 

and pencil control activities.  We organised our own PE lesson with an energetic music and 

movement session. 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Kindergarten completed their beautiful shape pictures, which are now proudly on display and they 

made suncatchers with leaves and other natural materials that they collected. 

 

Information/reminders for next half term: 

● Kindergarten’s ‘independent challenge’ will be to find ‘m’ around the classroom and to trace 

the shape of the letter using the correct formation. 

● Our topic will be ‘Festivals’ and we will be particularly focusing on Diwali.  

● We have a whole school Speech Competition coming up soon. If you would like your child to 

take part, please prepare a short speech and use Google Classroom to share it with us. If 

you need any advice or support with this, please let us know. 

 

Best Wishes from Mrs Wardle and the Pre-Prep team   


